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About This Game

How To Be A Real Dude is an open world sandbox game. This is a life simulator. The main objective is to enjoy what you are
doing. You can do whatever you want. You can explore the town, find money and spend it to buy something, kill someone, enter

any building – just everything that can be done in real life. You can live a regular life of an ordinary person or you can do any
crazy things, play jokes on other people, and so on – it is all up to you.
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Title: How To Be A Real Dude
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 9 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space
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Playing the game leaves some sort of frustration, especially since the updates often downgrade the game. Changes in gameplay
cause the game to not be fun anymore. I'm fine with the pay to play system where people who want to spend money can
progress quicker. I don't want to spend money on a game that's not finished. However the new system limits the player to do
anything. In the past you could grind yourself into different classes. This way you could train your character for the class it will
become. With the new system you would need more than 500k credits just to buy a rank 0 recon... It's impossible for the casual
player to purchase such character.

Furthermore the game is full of spray and pray type of gameplay, not to forget the constant grenade spamming. Also the amount
of hackers is high. 40% of the games you play you will encounter ppl using aimbots, wall hacks and what not. It's a shame, this
makes the game quite annoying.

As for the gameplay, it's nice. It works rather well with resources etc. Once you start to get the hang of it, it's a nice game to
play. It's a shame that the devs ruin it with their updates, and won't listen to the people playing this game. Probably explains the
reviews.

As for new players: It's free, so try it out. Don't expect to much from it and don't get used to the current system of things, it can
change anytime.. I am torn on whether or not to recommend this game.

Personally, the biggest perk from this game is its atmosphere. How beautiful and artful it is comes in a close second, however.
The imagery is fantastical. I loved the colors and how each level centralizes (or tries to anyway) around a certain theme and
color. I found that the character breaking into shards of glass when dying was interesting and the entire concept of what a tulpa
is. The visuals and the atmosphere of this game is the most fascinating and enjoyable aspect this game has to offer.

On the other side, this game has some hefty cons. It is incredibly short. One playthrough takes roughly about an hour to get
through (this is coming from someone who gets stuck on the simplest of puzzles). The ending is very abrupt and unexpected
with no real plot involved - unless I am perhaps too vague to understand the depth that is presented in the surreal imagery. There
does appear to be a hint of a story underlying the imagery, but after spending my time going through multiple playthroughs I
simply cannot fathom what I am missing. With so much to look forward to regarding the imagery and the atmosphere I was
hoping for at least five levels to go deeper into the concept of a "tulpa" (which is a fascinating concept on its own and I did not
feel as though it explored this idea at all). I was, admittedly, very disappointed with the abrupt ending as I was enjoying the
game up until then. I had expected a lot more from it.

Regardless of its hefty con ... it is worth playing in my opinion, especially if you enjoy atmospheric games with lots of imagery.
I would wait until it was on sale to purchase, though.. Almost no added content for way too much.. This sounded like a good
game..... there had been a murder, and you are recruited as a private detective to investigate. However, the game is impossible to
get anywhere. It is a fairly simple interface, look around a room and click on the various clues or people to talk to. The problem
is, you have to do specific tasks in a specific order, and no suggestion as to what tasks or what order to do them in! So most of
the time you are left wandering around going from place to place, hoping to find something you missed clicking on the first
time. When talking to people, you have a choice of what to say to them, but if you don't say the right things in the right order,
they won't help you or give you what you need to progress in the game, and whats more, you don't know when you have done or
said something wrong or in the wrong order as the game does not say! Another instance there was a lock to pick, and I managed
to get a lock picking set. However, there were many numerous different combinations to try the picks to open the door -
choosing the right combination was like winning the lottery, it was pure luck that you chose the right pick combination! Not a
good game when you don't have a clue what to do in the game!. Been playing the game for a bit and got to say, it is a really good
rhythm game, coming from osu!, Stepmania, K-Shoot Mania and other rhythm games like Pump It Up as well. The special
effects in my opinion are absolutely amazing, and the songs are really good as well. Just hoping the devs would decrease the
price of Friends Forever pack because it is a bit expensive for me.
Overall, great rhythm game and would love to see more future content!. its an Absolute Joy to play this. its a Cute Time waster
that Eludes to A maybe Sequel in the future.. Egosoft has finally made X Rebirth the best game in the series!
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All these reviews and nobody mentioned the master detective in this game is Jonny Knoxville.. I backed the (unfortunately
failed) kickstarter about half a year ago. I was glad to see they finished the game and released it. I was also glad that they
supplied a drm free copy (which also came with a steam key). I figured I'd try out the steam copy so I could leave a review.

It's a fun game. It's reminiscent of mario 64 and at times mario galaxy. The levels are big and fun to explore. I enjoy collecting
and exploring so it suited me quite well. I thought the first two worlds were quite fun but the last felt a bit disjointed. The
controls are ok, certainly not as tight as a mario veteran would want but they are fine. The music was a bit bland but not
annoying. The track in the second world was very suitable!

Some glaring flaws are 1. the hub world. It's pretty big and empty and tedious to traverse, expecially since the character doesn't
run particularly fast - I ended up having to perform forward dives to get to places faster. 2. It's buggy - sometimes the camera
can go funny, the hit detection can be flake, your jump can go wrong etc. and it doesn't feel like a player fault. When I beet the
final boss for the first time he reappeared for some reason, it glitched my game and I had to re beat him - which was annoying
because the last level is tough, requiring precise platforming that the previous faults make difficult.

That said, I'm willing to look past a lot of the flaws knowing well that it was a small indie team who crafted the game. I imagine
they just ran out of time and cash and needed to get the game out. It's clear they put a lot of love and care into it. It's absolutely
worth a try if you enjoy N64 like platformers. I think a team like this could make something really nice with a bigger budget
and more time. It has more soul in it than many bigger titles that came out this year.

I reckon I'll play this game again in the near future.. Aside from the badly translated English grammar, it's quite an interesting
little game learning about various animals.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9cM-YAcDvjo. I the game itself looks OK but
I could not play it as I use a steering wheel and pedals and the game just did not recognise them. I wasted maybe half an hour
trying to get them to work. I understand its EA so will maybe revisit the game when its had a little more development. To the
developer, thanks for trying to develop VR, without you guys we would have nothing, keep it up !. I'm disappointed. First of all
you can't change to a windowed mode. Alt-enter will give you a window but the game doesn't resize so it's unplayable like that.
Highly annoying. Second, there are two modes, your basic levels and they unlock the timed trials. Sounds like a lot of puzzles.
Nope. Same ones. To make it seem like there are more puzzles the dev duplicated the original levels to make a new mode
allowing you to time yourself. Why couldn't that be in the basic leveling mode? If the puzzles were different and you had to
complete them under a certain time frame, then okay. But the same ones and only seeing what you time is to beat yourself is
bogus as a separate mode.

As a puzzler, it's okay. I'm not hating it as much as some others I've played, but it's not really oodles fun either. I'll finish it off
and it won't be a chore, but not something I'm looking forward to either. Graphics are a bit too crazy and annoying. I've just
turned the sound completely off. If you really want it, get it on sale for at least half off. Then you don't hate yourself as much
for getting it.. I bought it, never got it.
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